“Summer of Love”, June-August 1967: Some Headlines

Heiman, Leo. “From Desk to Front Lines in 19 Hours.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 4.
- Israeli mobilization in the 6-Day War
Margold, Jane. “They Rock to a Different Drummer.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 3A.
- Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention
- Attempting to secure a cease-fire in the latest Arab-Israeli war; but not in Vietnam.
Wilson, Earl. “It Happened Last Night.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 7A.
- Hollywood glitterati party away
“Fear More MD’s Will Drop Medicaid.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 15.
- Headline could have been written yesterday.
“3-Man Firm is Praised, Though It Makes Nothing.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 23A.
- Williston Park go-between firm, honored by Honeywell Aeronautics Division
“Yaz Remembers Hot-Stove Swing.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 26A.
- Baseball: Carl Yastrzemski interview
“Verdict on Namath Knee Yet to Come.” Newsday, June 1, 1967: p. 29A.
- Football: Joe Namath’s recovery and the upcoming season
- No riot, after all, in Tomkins Square Park in the East Village
30 of 1,293 graduating seniors walk out on Chancellor, who had fired a provost, resulting in a student strike, earlier in April.

Greene, Bob & Harvey Aronson. “Pot and the Good Kids” Newsday, June 10: p. 1W-[-?].


“Complaints Voiced.” Newsday, June 19, 1967: 3A.

About Judy Garland’s hoarse voice at Westbury Music Fair


Sp. 4/cMartin Plotkin, 21, of Lynbrook and Maj. Walter Krauss, 33, of Huntington Station


Move takes place within the village of Islip


Students attempt to save student-run WVHC-FM radio station, against University administration wishes


Says it’s the time of the hedonist: “Live for today,” sing the Grass Roots, while the Young Rascals are “endlessly grooving,” the Fifth Dimension are escaping “up-up and away” in a beautiful balloon, Scott MacKenzie is on his way to San Francisco with flowers in his hair, and the Doors are only Pleading “Come on, baby, light my fire.”


“The Coffee House for Teens’ will be in operation tonight, Thursday, July 20th at poquatuck Hall. The Pink Panther Club will sponsor a live band from 8 to 12 featuring folk and rock music. Admission 25 cents.”


Social satire and satirical revues were a frequent feature of the 60’s

East Meets West and West Meets East would be two interesting albums pairing a great collaboration between Ravi Shankar on sitar, and classical violinist Yehudi Menuhin.

Shankar had been introduced to the world by the Beatles, in the “Within and Without You” cut on the just released Sgt. Pepper Album


Junior Advisory Council, Huntington Town Recreation Department, was having trouble finding folk groups, with the demand so high for rock & roll.


“The truth is, most pop music is a drag. Except for a handful of groups – and group singing still dominates the pop scene – one outfit sounds just like another. Or, to be more exact, like diluted versions of the Beatles.”

“Courreges Holds Line on Above Knee Look.” Newsday, August 2, 1967: p. 3B.

Of miniskirts, in Paris fashion

Cohn, Al. “Michele Lee’s Forte: Style.” Newsday, August 4, 1967: p. 3A.


“There’s Been a Change in the Beatles, and it’s More than Moustache-Deep” [following release of the Sgt Pepper album] – previously written off, they were back and pioneering new directions

Gelmis, Joseph. “A New View of Total Involvement” (Films at [the Montreal] Expo).

Newsday, August 8, 1967: p. 3A.

Gelmis, Joseph. “Best Efforts Give the Senses a Jolt” (Films at Expo). Newsday, August 9, 1967: p. 2A.


4 education majors receive lessons in style, at Gimbels, in Roosevelt Field

“Good for What Ails You: A Dose of Muzak.” Newsday, August 16, 1967: 19A.

Yeah, right.

“WCBS-FM is Going Totally ‘Young Sound.’” Newsday, August 17, 1967: 4A.


McGrady, Mike. “The Faraway War” (A Dove in Vietnam). Newsday, August 19,
1967: p. 3W.
  - Acid comments about the “raucus caterwalling” of rock taking over the air waves from ever so superior former programming (generation gap)
“Alda to Play a Straight Man.” *Newsday*, August 30, 1967: p. 2A.
  - This is well before he starred in MASH on TV, and refers to the B movie, *The Night They Raided Minsky’s*, going there from a role in the *The Apple Tree*, on Broadway

Courreges stands by miniskirts  Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper album, reshapes the face of music  Alan Alda-Broadway to Minsky’s